Dear valued customer

These are unprecedented times. All of us at Power Sonic are doing our best to educate family members, neighbors, customers and employees on the dangers and containment methodologies to ensure the health and well being of all as the Corona virus pandemic spreads. At Power Sonic, we continue to develop plans and measures while ensuring business continuity to meet our customers’ needs throughout this protracted period. Here are a few of the measures we have taken to meet these important health and business objectives:

1. Provided employees direction on precautionary measures they can take including increased cleaning, sanitizing and being aware of appropriate ‘social’ distance from others.

2. Implemented a stringent and aggressive cleaning protocol for all community areas and personal workspace where contact is evident.

3. Adjusted work hours and made necessary arrangements to work from home in circumstances that require flexibility.

4. Monitoring local government regulations around work space precautions and closures. This is being amended across all of our operations to meet the various local community, district, state and country guidelines.

5. Maintain a high level of communication with our supply chain in order to respond to any significant changes as they arrive.

6. Monitoring company travel and ask that our employees use technology such as audio and video conferencing to meet requirements in lieu of travel.

7. Adopted policies regarding any employee that is feeling ill or may be otherwise be at risk from exposure or travel to exposed areas.

8. Focusing our employees on safe and healthy practices whilst meeting the demands of our customers.

To date, we are having good success with continuity of supply and manufacturing operations, but lead times are being stretched. We will keep you informed as these time-frames expand or contract. Our staff will remain at your disposal from the office or remote sights, to keep information flowing with accuracy and determination. It is our goal to meet your requirements while keeping our employees healthy, safe and transparent with information that may affect you.

As always please do not hesitate to reach out to us if you need additional information and clarification. It is our intent to offer updates as this situation continues to unfolds.

Best regards

Jim Mannebach | CEO